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Mounting the speed and cadence sensor
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不用过胶
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(3). Click the
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button and select adding sensors.

Sensor zone (CADENCE)
Speed magnet

C3 BIKE WIRELESS SPEED&
CADENCE SENSOR
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(2). Screw the speed magnet onto any spoke on your back wheel, facing in
towards the sensor. Align so that the magnet will pass by the indicator
line on the arm of the MEILAN C3 sensor. The magnet will have to pass
within 0.8 inch (about 2cm) to get a reading. Once again, adjust the
position of the sensor and/or magnet if required. Tighten the magnet
in place on the spoke. Once satisfied with the magnet positioning and
tighten.

(4). Search out C3, click Add and add it successfully, then you can
start riding.

1. Place the sensor on the rear chain stay of your bike, near the pedal.
The logo should be facing up and the arm of the sensor should be
inside the rear chain stay, facing down.

Function Overview:
C3 is a wireless speed & cadence sensor for bicycle riding. It adopts
Bluetooth BLE4.0 and ANT+ dual-mode connectivity technology.
It can be connected with related Apps, bike computers or sport watches
to display speed and cadence data accordingly.

(1). Loosen the sensor screw using a Phillips screwdriver to move it into
the correct position.

Cadence magnet

Sensor zone (CADENCE)
Speed magnet

Sensor arm Sensor arm,
You can rotating it, do not
more than 90 degree

(5). When pairing with bicycle computer or other app, please follow the
instructions.
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Sensor screw

Installing the speed and cadence sensor (C3)

Speed and Cadence
Sensor (C3)

Speed Magnet

Cadence Magnet

Nylon Ties *4

Rubber Band

Nylon tie

NOTE: The battery insulator sheet needs to be removed for the first use
in order to activate the sensor.
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Frequently Asked Questions and Video Links

Sensor zone (SPEED)
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(1). Use a coin to twist the cover counter-clockwise until it is loose
enough to remove (the arrow points to unlocked).
(2). Remove the cover, the battery and blue battery insulator sheet.
(3). Insert the battery with the positive side facing up. Use a coin to
twist the cover clockwise back into place.

Left chain stay

(2). Secure the sensor in place with the provided
rubber band or nylon ties, whichever is
preferred. If using nylon ties, do not completely
tighten yet, as the magnets still need to be
aligned before completely securing the sensor
in place. We recommend using the nylon ties
for the most secure connection.

2. Attach the magnet
(1). Remove white liner on the back of cadence magnet and place the
magnet onto the crank, magnet facing in towards the sensor. Align
so that the magnet will pass by the indicator sensing area on the
body of the MEILAN C3 sensor. The magnet will have to within 0.8 inch
(about 2cm) to get a reading. Attach the magnet to the crank arm
using two nylon ties. As such, adjust the position of the sensor and/
or magnet if required.
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These two must be kept strictly as
shown in the picture on location.

You can also go to check our installment and functionality introduction
in our official website/Youtube/Facebook links as below.

Pairing the sensor with Blade via Meilan APP
(1). Download the MEILAN APP (download from Google Play or Apple store)
and ensure Bluetooth is on.

If using an iPhone
Download on the

App Store

Facebook

YouTube

Website

If using an Android smartphone
GET IT ON

Googl e Play

(2). Access the cycling menu of MEILAN APP.
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